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Tutorial Set Up Faculty Evaluation Ends Today;
To Aid Students Congress to Make Results Public
By GENE LIPIRA
This year Providence College continues to offer a tutorial program for P.C. students. The present program,
however, has been modified and
improved from previous programs to increase the general
effectiveness and quality.
The original tutorial system
was initiated by the Student
Congress two years ago. The
program
was
handicapped
though, by a shortage of tutors
and a lack of centralization.
Last fall, under the direction of
Mr. Edward Brennan, the program was altered to increase its
productivity.
Probably the
most important change in the
program is the greater imput
and centralization of informa-

tion. They are now able to
assess and co-ordinate their information, maximizing the efficiency of deployment of available tutors.
Presently there are sixty student tutors employed in the
program which functions under
the auspices of the ColJege
Work Study Program. As all
tutors are paid through the
Work Study agreement, all P C .
students may receive any
amount of tutoring for no cost
at all.
Mr. Brennan wished to emphasize that there is no obligation or time limit involved in
the Program. Any student who
wishes to be tutored may receive as much instruction as he
(Continued on Page 7)

The Student Congress sponsored faculty evaluation, conducted for the past two days in
Alumni Annex, will conclude
today at 4 p.m.
The Congress hopes to publish
the results of the evaluation in
a booklet form which will be
made available to the entire
student body. Hopefully, students will make use of the survey in their selection of courses
at pre-registration time.
James Montague '69 and Joseph Morrissey '70, co-chairmen

of the Faculty Evaluation Committee estimate that the participation of at least 50% of the
soldent body in the evaluation
will be necessary in order to
publish the results. Approximately 950 students, or 38% of
the students body, had participated in the evaluation as of
Tuesday evening.
The evaluation questionnaire
is considerably shorter this year
than last year's form. The Congress Faculty Evaluation Com-

P.C. Forum Presents
Dr. Spock Tonight

IBM Card System Simplifies
Pre-registration Procedure
By M A R K HAESLOOP
Twice each year the Providence College student goes
through that unique process
called Pre-registration. Unique
because it is perhaps the only
time students will stand on line
for anything. This semester,
however, the lines seemed shorter and for some reason less
frustrating for both students
and faculty.
This phenomena was brought
about by two procedures, one
new and one old. The new
"card system" by which students pick up one IBM card for
each course replaces the old
"write-in" card for all courses.
This new system speeds up the
final check out and prevents
students from "unknowingly"
signing up for an already filled
section.
The staggering of
time of registration by random
selection of social security numbers was instituted last May
and helped to limit the number
of students on line at any one
time. Both these procedures
helped to make Pre-registration
day more orderly.
The smooth operation of Preregistration is dependent on a
great deal more than those procedures and events of Pre-registration day itself. This semester the Office of Student Affairs
made more information on
courses, times and professors
available to the student at an
earlier time. This gave the student more time for thought and
consultation on his selection of
courses. Mr. Dennis McGovern
of Student Affairs is now in
the process of preparing a complete listing in booklet form of
the courses for the Fall 1969
Semester. Mr. McGovern plans
to have this booklet available
to the student 3 to 4 weeks
earlier than last year. Printed
schedules for the second semester were also available for the
first time.

Mr. McGovern, while being
very pleased with the way Preregistration proceeded, felt it
would have been even more
successful had Pre-registration
not been interrupted by the
Hong Kong Flu epidemic which
forced the closing of the college prior to Christmas vacation. He also pointed out that
only slightly more than half the
student body pre-registers in
December and the real test of
these new procedures will not
come until May.
Come May the Freshmen and
Sophomores may find that thenschedules are no longer left to
the whim of the computer due
to the elimination of the "MultiSection." Students who take
courses that are taught by more
than one professor will now
have the opportunity to pick
their professor and series on a
first come basis.

Dr. Benjamin Spock, Tonight's Speaker
Benjamin Spock, M D . , will
appear at Providence College,
Feb. 6, for a lecture presentation by the Student Congress
of Providence College.
Dr.
Spock
will
discuss
"What's Happening to America
—The War and Domestic Society." He will appear at Alumni

New Student Relations V.P.
Uses Cool on Touchy Issue
In one of his first actions as
Vice-President for Student Relations, Fr. Francis Duffy quickly responded to complaints
about restrictions on use of the
library by non-PC students and
facillitated the changing of
these rules.
The rules stated that non-PC
students would not be permitted
between 6 p.m. and 11 p.m.
and only the I.D.'s of young
women would be checked in the
daytime to make sure they
registered at a local college.
Shortly after the rules were
posted, Student Congress President Dan Ryan and other members of the Congress visited
Fr Duffy to discuss them. That
(Continued on Page 8)

Fr. Francis Duffy, O.P.

Hall at 8:00 p.m. to address students, faculty, and the general
public.
Dr. Spock who is waiting the
outcome of his appeal for conviction to conspire to counsel
young men in draft evasion, is
making a series of speaking appearances in behalf of the Civil
Liberties Legal Defense Fund,
Inc.,
an organization which
raises funds to provide for the
legal defense of conscientious
registers.
He is the author of "Baby
and Child Care" which has sold
16 million copies in 18 years.
Dr. Spock retired in 1967 from
the faculty of Western Reserve
University in Cleveland, Ohio,
where he had been professor of
Child Development.
He joined the National Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy in 1962 and served as cochairman until October, 1967.
He then became co-chairman of
the National Conference for
New Politics and entered into
an extensive speaking program
for NCNP.
Dr. Spock's talk at Providence College is a presentation
of The Providence Forum Series. Tickets, available at the
door, are $1.00 and may be
purchased, in advance, at the
Student Affairs' Office, Harkins
Hall, at Providence College.

mittee in a letter to the student
body said that it anticipates the
new format "will allow both
praise for work well done and
criticism for what is lacking in
some courses."
Student participation in lasl
year's evaluation was only 41%.
This was not enough to lend any
solid credence to the results.
Dr. Paul van K. Thomson, Vice
President for Academic Affairs,
who is ultimately responsible
for hiring, and raising salaries
has not used the evaluation, at
least officially, in his considerations of the faculty. It is hoped
that a large turnout of students
would make it unrealistic for
him, and the Committee on
Rank and Tenure, responsible
for promotions, to disregard
Student opinion.
Publication of the results
would have the effect of encouraging professors to improve
in teaching areas where students
find them weak. It would give
public acclamation to professors
who are liked and respected by
their students. And it would
give students a basis on which
to decide which courses they
want to take.
Original plans called for the
polling to take place in the
classrooms. Twenty-three of the
faculty refused to grant permission to the Committee to enter their classes to administer
the questionaires.
The booklet which would contain the results of the evaluation will not attempt to interpret the statistics. This will
avoid the legal entanglements
that can arise when an individual professor's academic and personal integrity are threatened
by a subjective analysis of the
results.
The Student Congress appropriated some funds to the Evaluation Committee to cover expenses. If the publication costs
more than the available Committee funds students may be
charged twenty-five cents to
cover printing costs.

Joe Mené Elected
Frosh President;
Bob Cicione V.P.
The newly elected Freshmen
officers are Joseph Mené, President; Robert Cicione, Vice
President; Gerald Ramos, Treasurer; Paul White, Secretary;
Richard Kontos and Thomas
Dobruck, Social Chairmen.
Since the election the officers have begun investigating
areas of concern to the class.
At Chapin, students have been
without telephone service. The
officers plan to seek a refund
for these students which might
be applied to the second semester bill.
In respect to the definite
plans, an open on-campus mixer
(Continued on Page 7)
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'Statements'
Martin McNamara told an audience which had gathered to
hear a discussion on student involvement that students must
accept the possibility that they
may first have to disassemble
the university "brick by brick"
in order to build something
better and that the time to do
this "may be upon us now."
As one of the speakers in the
"Statements: Part I" forum the
Managing Editor of The Cowl
expressed hope that the students could agree on a plan of
action and added that "students and those concerned must
go to whatever heights and employ whatever powers necessary to achieve reform.
"The students must know
what they are doing and where
they are going. As Ecclesiastes
says, there is 'a time to tear
down, and a time to build, and
students must accept the possibility that they first must disassemble the university brick by
brick to rebuild something better. They also must face the
reality that the time to tear
down may be upon us now."
Other members of the forum,
sponsored by The Cowl and the
Student Congress, were Dan
Graziano, Bob Payette, Fr.
Thomas Coskren, O.P., and Fr.
Thomas Peterson, O.P. Fr. John
Cunningham, O.P., served as
moderator.
Primary Concern
McNamara also made the
point that the student "is the
university" and that the college
cannot be without the students.
He said that the primary concern of the college is to provide
the climate for academic growth.
He said that it is "a necessity
for students to realize their
power. They must demand
change and must take the steps
to carry it out." To emphasize
this power, McNamara gave his
plan whereby students could
petition to have a teacher removed:
If one-third of the students in
a course sign a petition saying
that the teacher is ineffective,
then that teacher should be
tried before his peers. A committee would be chosen by the
faculty, students, and the administration to investigate the allegatoins of the students. If the
committee finds a lack of knowl-

edge and concern on the part
of the prof, then he should be
relieved and the results made
public.
In the same instance, if twothirds of the students sign the
petition, then the professor
should be relieved even if acquitted. If two-thirds of the students sign, McNamara reasons,
then there is little value of his
remaining. He also believes that
the findings of this investigation
should be placed on the teacher's permanent
record and
should be taken into consideration in renewing his contract.
Landlord
Concerning areas pertaining
to the student's on-campus life,
McNamara said that the rights
of the institution are those of
the landlord. Beyond the basic
rights which this implies, he
said, the laws should be made
by the community including
those faculty members who reside in the dorms.
Fr. Thomas M . Coskren, a
member of the English Dept.,
criticized the students for their
lack of unity.
"The students here are not
united," he said, "and they live
in a petperual state of division,
especially the boarding and the
day students: Like East and
West the twain never meet.. God
help any day hop who breaks
into Raymond Hall, for he is
always met with looks which
seem to say, 'What is he doing
here?' "
Fr. Coskren also cited the difference between The Cowl and
the Student Congress over the
years and the lack of contact
between elected representatives
of clubs and the Student Congress and their constituents as
instances which show that the
students are fragmented.
The faculty and the administration were also criticized by
Fr. Coskren. He said that the
faculty often tell the students
not to go too far or their marks
will change. "The faculty tells
them that 'we run the place and
if you don't like it, leave.' "
He feels that the administration is at fault for nott giving
he students more responsibility.
In a related point, Fr. Coskren
said that the maturing process
includes the necessity of taking
a risk, "but you can't talk to the

Senior Class Gift Campaign
Based on Five-Year Program
A goal of $69,000 for the
senior class gift has been announced by the co-chairmen of
Operation 1969, Mr. Paul McGowan and James Lynch.
Also it has been announced
that the campaign to solicite
pledges will commence on February 17 and will continue for
three weeks thereafter.
During the campaign period,
members of the class of 1969
will be approached by department representatives requesting
them to pledge a gift to the College, payable over the next five
years. Three gifts amounts may
be pledged: $1125. $250, and
$500. In addition there will be
three payment plans available
to facilitate fulfillment of the
pledges. Payments may be given
on a bi-monthly, quarterly or
annual basis.
McGowan stated that "the
five year class gift plan has
proved to be sound and beneficial. The special gift programs
have been very successful, both
the amounts received and the

number of alumni donating have
increased remarkably."
Commenting on the goal of
$69,000, Lynch felt that the
class "did not limit itself by
this goal but created an obtainable objective." He expressed the hope that "the
class will surpass this goal and
those of past classes."
The job of collecting the payments over the next five years
will be the responsibility of the
Alumni Office, headed by Mr.
Gerald Coffey, Director of Annual Giving. Reminders will be
sent out periodically from his
office
to enable
sufficient
budget planning by the donor.
A l l payments to Operation
1969 will be placed in a special
savings account or mutual funds
to accumulate interest. At the
end of the five year period,
1974. the total funds realized
including interest will be turned
over to the college and a suitable memorial, selected by the
donors, will be established.

Let

it

All

administration about personal
personal matters without facing
the need to uphold the image of
the college.
"The public stance of PC is
a christian community concerned with a person's individual growth, academic and
social," but, he said, the image
is considered before this.
Student Image
Student Congressman Dan
Graziano was also concerned
with the school's preoccupation
with the image. He said that
"the admissions policy gets
those who fit a predetermined
image. Students are being programmed
for success and
money. I feel that this institution has failed to acclimate a
student's ability for creativity."
Graziano noted that society
is changing and that this institution must also change. He
also feels that the faculty should
control the university and that
the students should have power
over living conditions.
Fr. Thomas Peterson, Dean,
noted the allegations against
student participation in policy
formation and then answered
the allegations. He said that the
four points against student participation were that students
were too y o u n g and inexperienced, that they were only
here for four years, that committee work is too dull and
apathy will develop, and that
students will not be candid.
Participation
In answer to these charges,
Fr. Peterson said that the only
way students could gain experience would be by participation in policy making. Concerning the second point, he
noted that the average term of
a college administrator is only
four and a half years. Thus, he
said, the same charge can be
levied against the administrators.
The Dean pointed out that if
the faculty can run the hazard
of becoming apathetic on committee work, then the students
can do so also. He suggested
that it is the committee system
which might need change. In
answer to the last point, Fr.
Peterson said that there will be
no lack of candor if the students
have the maturity to be prefects, researchers, to be married, or to earn a livelihood.
'The students shouldn't dominate the policy making process,
but they should be given a voice
and a vote. The policy which
the administration should fol-

Audio-Visual Center
Lists Film Program
For Spring Semester
The film series for the spring
semester, presented by the Audio-Visual Center of Providence
College is as follows:
Tuesday, Feb. 18—The Mouse
that Roared, The Hole & Captain Video cartoons.
Sunday, March 2—Long Days
Journey into the Night.
Sunday, March 9—Tom JonesFriday, March 21 — K i n d
Hearts and Coronets, Road Runner cartoons.
Tuesday, April 15—Nothing
But a Man, oh, them watermelons—featurette.
Sunday, April 27—The Maltese Falcon, The Caine Mutiny.
Sunday, May 18 — The Spy
who came in From the Cold,
string bean—featurette.
A l l films will be shown in
Albertus 100 and are free of
charge. Students may bring any
guests they choose.

Hang

low is, T)on't put them down,
bring them in.' "
AED president Bob Payette
feels that student pressure
should be directed toward the
learning process and to areas
where goals are not achieved,
for students suffer when these
areas are ineffective.
He also feels that students
have the right to know the findings of commitees, that poor
teachers should be excluded,
that students should have the
power over their living conditions, and that the power should
pass from the administration to
the community of scholars.
Payette also was concerned
about the image of the College,
which he considered important
in relation to the surrounding
community.
Outside Forces
"It is very serious, however,"
he said, "when the administration tries to make the faculty
conform with the current idea
of a college — an idea based on
outside forces. The public image
should be related to academic
matters rather than finances."
During the question and
answer period, Fr. Coskren was
asked what should be done to
achieve unity. He said that the
elected students should be in
constant communication with
the students. Charging that

Out
elected representatives often belong to cliques and only talk to
each other, he said that they
should find out how the students think.
Fr. Coskren also suggested
that the segregating of classes
in separate dormitories might
not be a good idea.
McNamara was asked if he
condoned violence. He said that
he did not and that if everyone
decided that one thing was desired, then violence would not
have to be resorted to. Boycotts,
withholding funds, and similar
tactics, he said, would accomplish the desired end.

Pass-Fail
The procedure for registering for a course elective on a
pass-fail basis will follow that
observed for the first semester. Students wishing to take
a course pass-fail must register with the Office of the Dean
within two weeks of the beginning of the semester.
As in the past, all juniors
and seniors with a 3.0 quality
point average for the four previous semesters are eligible to
take one three credit hour elective on a pass-fail basis.
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Mr. & Mrs. Melville Speak;Congress Asks
Calendar Change
Guatemala Next Vietnam?
Former Maryknoller Arthur
Melville told an audience in
Aquinas Lounge last week that
Latin America cannot liberate
its peasants without m a j o r
change in the social, political
and economic structures.
Melville, who spent six years
as a Maryknoll priest in Guatemala, said that a change in
structure in a short time is a
revolution. He feels that the
present activities of the missionaries is tokenism and he is
trying to be a true Christian
and love completely by supporting the much needed reform.
When he first arrived in
Guatemala six years ago, Melville believed that both the U.S.
government and the Catholic
Church were working for the
common good of the peasant.
As he soon discovered, his priestly obligations were only token
contributions. There was such a
high mortality rate that burials
could be a full time job for the
priest. Melville realized that he
had the obligation to care for
the living also so he began
working more on a social rather
than on a religious level.
The status of the Church,
according to Melville, is uncompromising. A majority of the

Mr. Arthur Melville

priests are reactionary working for the defense of the
establishment.
Melville said
"rare is the bishop a Christian,
that is, one who believes that
love is a giving of self, a willingness to sacrafice self to help
one's brother."
Melville's first major accomplishment was the establishment
of a credit union. Medical expenses bear heavily upon the
families because the daily wage
is 40c. Without insurance, the
families are forced to seek
money from lenders who charge
13-15% interest per month.
However, Melville found that
this institution of a credit union
was not making a true contri^ltion since it catered to an
elite of the poor, those who
could save regularly. The others
were not permitted to borrow.
After the credit union, Melville along with other Maryknoll missionaries went on to
establish consumer and transport
cooperatives, labor unions, and
groups wanting land reform.
If you are seriously thinking
of the priesthood, the quesOne example of his work was a
tion becomes not "what" but
coffee cooperative which seems
"who."
to be quite successful on paper.
Hundreds of families were able
Who can allow you to utilize
to raise their income by 100%.
your own innate talents?
As Melville pointed out, this
Who is most attuned to our
fact is grossly deceiving because
times? Who can offer the
the original annual income was
most freedom in your work?
$100. The project made only a
token contribution to the lives
The answer is the Paulists.
of
the peasants. Neither could
Their goal is to meet the
he educate himself nor could he
needs of all God's people as
receive
adequate medical care.
they arise in each era and
each age. The Paulist tries
He said that no one program
to make Christ, His teachwill permit the people to manings and His Church more
age their own lives. The governunderstandable to those he
ing class or oligarchy constican reach.
tutes 2% of the population and
controls 80% of the land. These
In our recent Renewal Chappeople live in luxury and have
ter we established the guideconsistantly refused land relines by which a Paulist
form.
seminarian and priest would
In 1952, The President of
operate in these changing
Guatemala began investigation
times. A summary of these
as to the proper method of land
renewal principles is availreform. The major purpose was
able to those who question
to assure that the person who
"whether a priest can really
works the land gains the profit
be with it today."
of his labor. After some study,
To find out more about the
the government decided that it
Paulist spirit, send for an
would expropriate uncultivated
illustrated brochure and a
land holdings and would give
summary of our Renewal
the previous owners 20 year
Chapter Guidelines.
bonds which would be equal to
the vaule of the land recorded
Write to:
at the last assessment plus a
Vocation Director
5% interest, Melville said.
Melville stated that at this
time United Fruit Company
was the largest land holder in
the country; yet, it only culRoom
'
tivated 5% of its holdings. The
415 West 59th Street
Guatemalan government planned
^ N e w York, N . Y . 10019^ to expropriate unused acreage
in exchange for the bonds.

If
you're
thinking of the
Religious Life...

Go
One Step
further

Paulist
Father

Land, 240,000 acres, was to be
distributed among 120,000 peasants. The conservatives had
been fighting this program all
along so that when it began to
become effective in 1954 they
claimed communists were involved. Some planes supplied
by the United States were used
to expel peasants from their
newly acquired land and over
200 peasants were killed.
Mr. Melville went on to say
that it was only natural that
the United States should intervene on behalf of the United
Fruit Company since John Foster Dulles had been a former
legal advisor for the company
and John Moors Cabot, one of
the largest stockholders of
United Fruit, was employed at
the time by the State Department as a Latin Affairs official.
The Maryknoll missionaries
began an adult education program. They recruited local peasants who were qualified to
teach their own people when
possible. In one village a 17
year-old boy taught. The Army
dislikes such activities because
education is one of the means
by which the people can organize. Mr Melville learned that
this boy was kidnapped by five
masked men armed with automatic rifles. In the process of
searching for the boy, these men
broke into many homes. Melville
was told by an Army officer
later that the Army had learned
most of its methods from the
United States Army.
Nationally there is no legal
mode to bring about change.
However, on the local level, provision is made that if a majority
of the adult men organize themselves into a group, study the
conditions, and petition the
government with w o r k a b l e
p l a n s , the men can be empowered by the government to
institute land reform on a local
scale.
In 1966, Melville was able to
obtain the help of university
students to work with the peasants in constructing a feasible
plan to distribute the land, to
seed the crops communely, and
to distribute the profits. The
local ruling class became fearful
that they would lose their
wealth so they added the names
of seven of the organizers including Melville to the regularly
published list of those to be
killed. This was the second time
Melville had made the death
list which is an instrument to
warn those who interfer with
the status quo.
After the publication of the
list, the movement went underground. The first of the seven
was killed. Although there were
witnesses to the murder and
members of the local ruling
class bragged about their list,
the courts did nothing. As Melville stated. "The courts don't
exist for the poor; the prisons
do."
In 1967, the movement was
betrayed by a Spanish Jesuit.
Melville's superiors requested
that he return to the United
States where he knew he would
be reassigned. Mr. and Mrs.
Melville and some of the other
expelled Maryknolls regrouped
in Mexico where they hid.
Eventually Melville was found,
beaten, and put back in to the
United States.
The Army and those who influence it seem to be the dominant force in Guatemalen

The Student Congress meeting of February 3, produced
four bills of major importance
and interest, all of which were
passed by voice vote of the
membership.
The first of these was a proposal by Mr. Sullivan and Mr.
Montague which would establish "a system of unlimited cuts
for juniors and seniors with a
grade point average of 2.5 in
the preceeding semester and for
freshment and sophomores with
a 3.0 p.g.a." This proposal is
similar to that which was presented last year to the then
Dean, Fr. Lennon, but includes
the required grade point average as a new stipulation.

It reasons that one cannot assume that a person who fails
to make the Dean's List is incapable of contending with an
unlimited cut system. Such an
assumption "seems incongruous
when the College proposes as
its aim '. . . to develop the students' capacity for disciplined
thinking and critical exactness' "
The bill continues to emphasize that a system of unlimited
cuts would necessarily effect
improvement of "courses and
approaches so as to insure a
student audience. If teachers
were to offer something valuable and needed in their presentation of material, there
would conceivably be no decrease in class attendence.
In essence, then, this proposal for a revised cut system is
aimed at eliminating the possibility of placing emphasis for
academic credit on attendence
rather than student performance and at allowing the sincere and interested student an

opportunity to employ mature
and responsible discretion.
Another major bill proposed
and passed was that introduced
by Mr. Paglieri calling for a
calendar change for the next
academic year. The proposal
is: "1) that the fall semester
start early in September and
conclude in December with the
examination period before the
vacation; 2) that the Christmas
vacation be the semester break
and that the second semester
start in January and finish in
the middle of May; 3) that one
of the weeks of the elongated
break be utilized as an unstructured week with experimental classes, social events,
etc.". The bill proceeds to
enumerate benefits for the administration, and faculty and
the students in adopting such
an academic calendar.
Mr. Montague then intra
duced a bill which would eliminate "the requirement of a
semester exam for all seniors
who have attained a B in course
work prior to the exam. He
feels that the institution of
such a senior final exam privilege would encourage a more
concentrated effort during the
semester and allow those who
have displayed a mastery of the
material more needed time to
prepare for their future.
A bill submitted by Mr. Graziano established a committee
to investigate the possibility of
co-education at Providence College. This committee, composed
of students, faculty and administration, will work on various
aspects of the proposal and
hopefully submit a full report
of their study by November of
1969.

'White America' Selected
For Genesian Production
The Genesian Players, operating under a new slate of officers, have announced plans to
stage a second semester production of Martin Duberman's
"In White America."
politics. A majority of the Army
officers are trained by the U.S.
Army. Some volunteers are recruited; however, the majority
of the force is drafted from the
ranks of the peasants. Without
warning, the Army will surround
a village and begin taking physically able men. They usually
take more than the sufficient
number of men giving the opportunity to a few families to
bribe the officer in charge to
release their sons.
As to their status in the
Church, Melville said that his
wife had become a lay woman.
After his refusal to report to
the Maryknoll superior in New
York, he lost his right officially
to distribute the sacraments.
Their marriage last August
made them both excommunicated; Melville has never received a formal notice from
Maryknoll dismissing him as a
priest. He could have applied
to Rome to become a layman;
however, his purpose is to cause
a re-examination of celibacy for
priests and he feels that he can
accomplish this in breaking the
law. He firmly believes that he
still has the powers of a priest
and on occasions has officiated
at marriages and concelebrated
masses. The couple was married
by a priest in good standing.

With two highly successful
productions during the 1967-68
academic year to their credit,
the Genesians had looked forward to even more activity this
year. A planned production of
"Marat Sade," scheduled for
February, had to be abandoned
in its initial stages, however,
due to a shortage of depth in
the large acting ensemble and
the demanding roles of the play.
At that time, the Genesians
had hoped to substitute a production of the hit Broadway
musical, "She Loves Me." The
subsequent resignation of the
group's director, Mr. Bernard
Masterson, attributed to personal problems at home, renr
dered such an undertaking impossible, however.
The immediate problem facing the Genesians is that of
obtaining a director for the upcoming production. The newly
elected student officers, headed
by sophomores Donald Caron,
president; Gerard Wardell, vice
president; Edward Hickey, secretary and Walter Brazalovich,
treasurer, will continue their efforts to locate a new director,
but have not ruled out 'the possibility of employing a student
director to fill the post.
Performances of "In White
America" are scheduled for
May 15, 16, and 17. The Players
hope to begin casting for the
production during the week of
February 10, and the cast is
expected to be finalized within
the following week.
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A Question on Degree Requirements
To be eligible to hold the rank of Instructor on the faculty of this College,
an individual is required to hold a Master's degree or its equivalent in the subject he is to teach. So says The Faculty
Manual of Providence College.
How is it, then, that the current College Bulletin lists as the credentials of
one Instructor in English only a
Bachelor of Sacred Theology degree?
Further, The Faculty Manual stipulates that an Assistant Professor at PC
shall be required to have earned his
Ph.D in his field, or at least to have fulfilled the requirements pursuant to that
degree, and that, in addition, he shall
be required to show evidence of scholarship and research in his field. Nevertheless, there is one Assistant Professor in
English who holds only a Master's degree, and that in Education. Still more
distressing, there is one Assistant Professor in Mathematics who lacks any
kind of Master's degree, possessing only
a Bachelor of Arts degree from PC.
Note that neither individual holds the
doctorate required by his position.
Associate Professor Deficient
Lastly, there is one Associate Professor in English whose only earned degree is his B.A. The rank of Associate
Professor is one step higher than that
of Assistant Professor, two steps above
Instructor, and only one step removed
from the rank of full Professor. The
rank of Associate Professor presumes
all of the requirements of the rank of
Assistant Professor, and more. Yet here,

Presently the ROTC program cannot
in any way justify its categorization as
an academic discipline because of some
very serious failings (and to a degree
members of the department will concede
the existence of some of these failings).
There are two main objections to the
present state of ROTC. The program
does not assume an academic approach
to the study of military science but
rather remains on the level of technical
training and in some instances borders
on attempts at indoctrination. Secondly,
ROTC is for all purposes self-contained
and not subject to normal college regulations. The program's curriculum is established and controlled by powers outside the College.
Academic Solution
In order to correct the non-academic
approach to the study of military
science, we propose that an inter-departmental exchange of professors be arranged. There are a number of courses
in the department which could possibly
be conducted by more qualified teachers. Such a course as educational
methods, presented in the junior year,
could easily be conducted by a member

VH.COM- All
P.C.
EJTCCPT-

We realize that the association of
some faculty members with the College
may antedate the requirements of The
Faculty Manual. Yet in one of the four
cases above, an individual, despite his
apparent inadequacies, was granted
tenure at the College only last year.
Again, let us repeat that we are
puzzled. And deeply concerned. Can we
assume that the standards of The
Faculty Manual will govern the College
faculty in the future, since they apparently do not apply at present? Or,
if those standards are supposed to be
in effect now, how does one explain the
four instances of their violation alluded
to above?
We wish to know. We would appreciate it if Dr. Paul van K. Thomson,
as Academic Vice President of the College, would, through our "Letters to the
Editor" column, enlighten us in the
specifics of this matter.

of the education department. The same
utilization of teachers, specializing in
particular areas of instruction, could be
beneficial in such courses as Military
History, The Role of the Military in International Relations, and Military Law.
The use of professors from other departments would contribute significantly to the promotion of a thorough,
balanced and more "academic" treatment of the material.
Related to this question of academic
qualification of ROTC is the credit being
given the student for general appearance, the quality of shining shoes, hair
length, "attitude" and the ability to perform a left face on Wednesday afternoon. The practice of including such
non-academic matters as these in the determination of the final grade must be
completely curtailed, if ROTC is to be
considered on an equal footing with
other departments.
End Autonomy
Integral to any meaningful resolution of the problem is a restriction of
the autonomous status enjoyed by
ROTC. The program must be brought
into the realm of the College's regulatory policies. It must be made subject
of the legitimate and necessary local
faculty and student influences as to
course material, teaching methods, discipline and organization. The Cowl,
therefore, proposes that the administration immediately undertake a renegotiation of the contract between the government and the College which established ROTC on this campus, for the
purpose of ending the autonomy of the
Military Science department. Further,
we propose that the Student Faculty
Board reopen its discussion of ROTC
and its academic qualifications, but on
a new basis, namely for the purpose of
restructuring the entire program to
bring it more in line with College policy.
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We Are Puzzled
We are puzzled. We realize that some
men may lack degree requirements but
have equivalent experience and achievement which entitles them to position
and even promotion on the faculty. This
does not appear to be the situation, however, in any of the four cases above.

ROTC: A Proposal for Reform
In the recent controversy over removal of academic credit from the
ROTC program an attitude has developed among some of the interested
parties which views the problem from
a perspective of black and white. They
see the issue on an all or nothing basis,
excluding any possibility of compromise.
Yet it has become obvious in the discussions of the past week among students,
administration, faculty and the ROTC
department that credit will not be removed. Just as evident is the fact the
present conduct of the program is no
longer acceptable to the administration
and significant factions of students and
faculty. Thus one is led to the conclusion
that compromise is the only feasible solution to this impasse.

/

as in the cases of the two Assistant Professors above, we have a man who not
only fails to meet the degree requirements of his present position, but is also
lacking even the basic credentials required for inclusion in the faculty as an
Instructor.
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MEMOFROM THE EDITOR
That foreign flu, Christmas vacation, examinations,
a week of recuperation from it all explain our absence for
the past six weeks. And we're back fust in time to see a new
fast and furious flurry of activity.
After all these years someone—and we might have guessed
who it would be—finally had the nerve and sense to initiate
student drinking for those of legal age in the dorms. Fr. John
F. Cunningham, Director of Residence, acting on the strength
of requests from the Student-Administration Committee and
the Student Congress, has given students some glint of hope
for a better tomorrow and a chicken in every pot.
The other perennial issue, parietals, also seems to be on
the brink of some breakthrough. It is presently under consideration by an An HOC committee directed by the new Vicepresident for Student Relations, Fr. Francis Duffy. It is impossible to anticipate the results of this committee's study,
but even a negative recommendation to Father Haas would
not be the death knell for parietals. The "P.C. Student Handbook," page 54, states that: "Resident students may entertain female guests in their rooms only on occasions approved
by the Director of Residence." According to Father Cunningham, on the only occasion this year he was asked for such
permission it was granted. And as a result, a floor of Juniors
in Meagher had a very pleasant dorm party. Enough said?
Try him.
The faculty evaluation is underway right now. The
participation by students on the first two days has been excellent, according to Jim Montague, Senior Class President.
He has been after this for over two years now, and it's about
time his efforts have paid-off. If you haven't evaluated your
courses yet, the polls close today at 4:30.
Friday is "Co-ed Day" at Salve Regina in Newport. This
is the first of two such programs, the second of which will
be here in the spring. This concept is at least a lot of fun.
And it can be a really worthwhile educational experience.
In some remote way this exchange is part of a long range
study into the possibility of P.C.'s going co-ed. One or two
days of sitting in class with women is enough to convince
all but the real die hards that co-ed is the only way to go.
But that is not at issue yet. All you can do now is have a
pleasant day in Newport and find out what it's like to talk
to a girl without blaring music and a crowd of people moving all around.
And a proposal that was brought up by Father Thomas
Coskren at "Statements" last December, to reduce the required number of credits so students can take only four
courses per semester, is now being presented to the Administration. This is to be part of the considerations of the Curriculum Study Committee. The written proposal comes from
Thomas Bourke and Raymond Boisvert, Seniors. It is an extremely solid idea but at this stage it needs some amount of
careful preparation in its construction and presentation.
So there is a lot happening and on the verge of happening. Some big issues, some small issues. But it is in ways
like these, one step at a time, that we are going to make a
better College.
BRIAN MAHONEY
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Revamp
Corporation
The Cowl respectfully suggests that
the current Members of the Corporation
of Providence College resign their positions after having provided for the reconstitution of the Corporation membership in line with the following proposals :
1 That the Corporation shall, as at
present have 29 members.
2 That all officers of the College Administration, of the rank of Vice President or above, provided they do not exceed ten (10) in number, shall be Members of the Corporation. Should this
number be less than 10, the President
of the College shall make appointments
to fill that number.
3 That the Faculty of the College
shall, by direct election, choose eight (8)
Members.
4 That the graduating Senior Class
of students of the College shall choose
two (2) faculty members to serve for
a one (1) year term as their representative as Members of the Corporation.
5 That the above said twenty (20)
Corporation • Members shall meet and
elect upon nomination by 1/4 of their
number, nine (9) additional members
who have shown exceptional ability and
interest in the College.
6 That no Corporation Member
shall exceed seventy (70) years of age.
7 That all Corporation Members
Members shall spend at least fourteen
(14) days of each academic year on the
campus of the College re-acquainting
themselves with the realities of and
changes in the everyday life of the College.
8 That, excepting the Members to
be chosen yearly under Item 4, all Members of the Corporation shall serve for
a term of four (4) years.
9 That the Members of the Corporation shall choose from their number
by election the Officers and Executive
Committee of the Corporation, excepting only that the President of the College shall be a member of both.
The above is offered to the current
Members of the Corporation for their
consideration and study. Only they can
effect the changes suggested above. The
offering of the above suggestions is
most emphatically not intended to cast
aspersions on either the character or
accomplishments of the present Corporation board. The success of the
present Corporation structure over the
last 50 years is evidenced by the College
of today.
Rather, it is suggested that as the
Corporation has met the challenges of
the past, so now it must consider to
meet the challenges of the present and
of the future. The above proposals reflect current corporative procedures, the
necessity of mobility in the rapidly
evolving world of current education, and
the implicit lessons of increased faculty
and student participation in university
government which are taught by the experiences of Columbia, San Francisco
State, Howard, et al.
The President of the College, Father
Haas, has said, "If Providence College
is to remain master of its own fate, it
must assume daring initiative in
creating its future." With these words
in mind, the above proposal is submitted
and it is hoped that in the spirit of these
words it will be acted upon.

S

Letters to the

Editor

Toward Productive Dialogue
Editor:
There is probably no sense at
all on writing this letter but
as Brian Mahoney has stated in
his recent editorial "it's either
lash out and attack or sit back
and die a quiet death of indifference." The fact is, and should
be statod at the outset, that this
institution we call Providence
College is really a vacuum — a
vacuum of misplaced values,
burepucracy, completely inept
conservatism, and as, Mr. Mahoney puts it, "plans, proposals,
complaints, protests, projects. A
lot of dutiful and well-intentioned nonsense."
We, as students, are completely ineffective. We have "voices"
on the Student-Faculty and Student-Administration
Committees. These committees, like
everything else, are well-intentioned but are almost unavailing
for the simple reason that we
have failed to discharge any
subservient arguments concerning the part we play at Providence College. Our positions are
weak and ineffective and I dare
say that unless we make our
feelings completely clear to the
administration then we will keep
on talking futilely. We make
no organized statements of discontent; we stand by and let a
former dean of our college make
statements to the effect that "in
general there is no discontent

with the overall management of
the college and there seems to
be no significant group expresing dissatisfaction about any
aspects of the curriculum." And
he is right because there are no
groups complaining — there are
only voices like this one which
are rendered useless for the
most part. When one administrator can state that there is no
discontent and another (John
F. Cunningham, O.P.) says that
he "rather doubt(s) that any administrator in the country would
give a negative answer to this
question" then there truly is a
discrepancy as to how the students really feel and how we
are making those feelings
known. We the students are, as
one of my instructors so put it,
as "ineffective as a three-legged
pussy cat on a freshly waxed
floor." But this instructor, a
man who has gained the respect
of virtually every student with
whom he has come into contact,
made another point— that "the
faculty is as ineffective as a
two-legged pussy cat on a freshly waxed floor."
In our dormitories we will go
on hearing the same quiescent
arguments from faculty prefects
who say they are trying their
best to make adults out of us.
The fact is that I do not want
to be the type of adult they want
to make me. I do not want to be

The Big Orange Thing

a type of anything. I do not want
to hear a priest say that he has
been struggling for any-odd
years to make his dormitory a
bastion of the Mosaic law. And
this is exactly the point: we are
the people who must live here
for 36 months out of the four
years that we spend in college
and yet we are the ones who
are dictated to. We stand for
it because we see no way to
make things better. We can
speak out to make things better
and the more controversial the
effects, the better. But I will return here ten years from now
and hear my faculty prefect say
the same thing to the class of
79 and see him use the same
textbook and same lectures in
his philosophy courses which he
used when I attended PC.
We have come to the point
at Providence College where we
must forget tradition and close
our ears to cries of heresy. We
must reject our useless myths
of the PC gentleman. No institution — Harvard University or
Providence College — is going
to make anything out of us without our say. An institution can
only show us the way; it cannot
guarantee us maturity and an
education. We either want these
ourselves or we can forget about
them and any rights that are
truly ours. We will have failed
ourselves as well as PC.
I hope, as does Mr. Mahoney,
that these arguments will some
day prove to be worthwhile. If
we must continue to talk in a
vacuum — as we have done and
as I do now — then radical steps
are justifiable. The fact is, and
Boy Dylan knows it, "You don't
need a weatherman to know
which way the wind blows."
If I have been too long in this
invective it is only because I
want Father Bond to know that
there does exist extreme discontent on this campus. Most
of it, surely, is sickening. But
productive dialogue is possible.
This is what we must point
towards.
Sincerely,
John J. Romasco, '71

Reasons Wanted
To the Editor:
In regard to the current rash
of attacks on R.O.T.C., the College Administration, and the
Political Science Comprehensive
Exams, I resent being treated
like a sheep. I do not write in
defense of any of these institutions. I do however, write in
defense of the right of the student at Providence College to
judge.
I certainly am not antichange. I support it and encourage it whenever there is a
good reason for it. I won't follow someone clamoring for
change however, who doesn't
give me his reasons for desiring this change. Not only does
tions
which
went
into
its
conthis
make it impossible for me
It stands fierce and immobile,
tall and domineering in front struction. The intense and vi- to make a complete decision,
of the newly completed library. brant color of the work is in- judging all the facts, it ignores
This fiery orange sculptural tended to compliment the grays my ability to make such a
form is the gift of F r Richard of the landscape, while the judgment.
McAllister's Visual Design class scale of the piece enables it to
Similarly, in attacks on the
contend with the outdoor en- Administration, changes are into Providence College.
viroment.
sisted
upon as necessary, periComposed almost entirely of
The sculpture is classified as od. Not only do the opponents
plywood, the sculpture represents an attempt by the artists "environmental," that is, its of the administration refuse to
the administration's
to translate their knowledge aesthetic capability is not for- present
of tradition, materials, tech- mally realized until it has been side fully, they don't even give
nique, and one's position in so- "placed." Its content suggests me their side. Again the inferthe same psychological impres- ence is made that because it is
ciety into a concrete reality.
The piece is sculptural and sion received from ancient mon- a change it is necessary, and
has a strong physical presence; oliths or perhaps a modern to- good . . . so let's do it. Exits configuration is structurally tem spiritualizing man's desire amples of this can be seen in
geometric and this sense re- for primitive simplicity in a the article on the Student's
lates it to architecture. These complex and over embellished Role in the College. I believe
(Continued on Page 8)
are the chief artistic considera- culture.
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Afro-American Society Seeks
To Unite Black Students
P.C.'s black students, recognizing the need to establish
some degree of unity among
the growing number of blacks
on campus, have organized the
Afro-American Society of Providence College.
The Society was formed with
the purpose of promoting the
welfare, social and cultural interests of black students in cooperation with the faculty and
administration.
Membership in the Society
will be restricted to black students enrolled in the College.
It was felt that the group could
best function separate from
other elements at the College,
since the black students alone
can fully understand and appreciate the problems existing
in a predominantly white atmosphere.
At the initial organizational
meetings of the group, held
prior to Christmas recess, officers were elected and the constitution was approved by the
twenty members in attendance.
Ted Haig, '70 and Alphonse
Hayes, '69, organizers of the
Society, were chosen president
and vice-president respectively.
Other officers named were Anthony Rocha, '72, treasurer;
Gerald McNair, '70, secretary,
and Walter Solomon, '71, social
chairman.
On a practical basis, the
Afro-American Society will seek
primarily to communicate the
ideas, views, and positions of
its members to the administration and organize a more complete social life for the black
students.
Haig stressed the importance
of the position of social chair-

CLASSIFIED
T R A D E : 66 Mercedes for Ferrari, with
cash. Call 831-1500, or write Jeff,
Box 123, P.C.
K A T E Smith Albums for sale. Closeout special. Phabe, Raymond Hall.
TIMKX watches. Best price in months.
Jimmy the Greek, Box •*!, Reno,
Nevada.

Two Year Program
For ROTC Urged

man, stating that "as a very distinct minority group, we are
acutely aware of the lack of
social opportunities available to
the black students on this campus." The social chairman will
thus be responsible for all social gatherings, public and private, and will arrange the various parties and lectures which
the group hopes to sponsor.
One project already planned
by the society is a Student orientation program, geared to
assisting incoming students to
make the academic and social
adjustment to college life at
P.C. Through this project, the
Society hopes to arouse a greater interest in the school on the
part of the new black students

Maj. Richard M. Drenzek has
urged present sophomores to
consider enrolling in the two
year ROTC program.
Noting that many seniors
have been asking him about
officer training programs, the
assistant professor of military
science said these s t u d e n t s
could have avoided the possibility of being drafted and entering the service as a private
by taking the two year program.
Ted Haig
and thereby insure their active participation in campus
life.

Drenzek described this program of consisting of a six
week summer camp at Ft. Benning, Ga., between the sophomore and junior years, with all

dent will also receive about
$140 in pay.
Also, in September, those
participating will enter the advanced corps and will attend
the required camp exercise during the summer. This will enable the student to receive his
commission at graduation.
He said that later this month,
on Feb. 17, 18, 19, a test will
be given to those who wish to
participate in the program. The
Major also noted that there is
no limit on participation and
those who are physically qualified have a "good chance" of
being accepted.

Think you
could manage
with 3 million
bucks?

DR.
BENJAMIN SPOCK.
Tonight.
Alumni Hall.
Tickets at Alumni
Ticket booth. $1.00.
GIVE TO BIAFRA. Contributions
cepted in Chaplain's office.

ac-

POLITICAL enthusiasts for P.C. Political Union wanted. Write Box 110,
P.C.

MOTHER, send money. I can't buy
books, I can't eat, I can't even afford this ad! Your loving son Spiro.
1967 B L U E CHEVROLET convertible
for sale. Original owner, automatic
trans., low mileage, new tires. First
$1.900 takes it. Contact Mr. Coffey, 865-2415, Alumni Office.

WANTED: TR-3 Hardtop, FOR S A L E :
TR-2, 3. 4 parts. Call 521-3959.
COWL classified ads print almost anything, as you can see. Call 865-2214
Monday afternoons or write Box 123,
P.C. 50c per 2 lines.

H E L P !
Earn between $20 - $35
per week, working part
time on your campus. Become a campus representative for VISA, an International Student Marketing Corporation. No selling involved.
Contact
VISA SALES CENTER
1225 Connecticut Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

There's a wide open future for college seniors
in the fast growing retailing industry. And
Stop & Shop/Bradlees is one of the fastest
growing, best-managed food and department
store chains in the country.
As one of our store managers, you'd be
running a 3 million dollar operation. And be
in charge of from 60 to 120 employees, with 3
or more department heads to help you run
the show.
You'd have a lot of responsibility: supervising daily operations, merchandising, labor
relations, inventory and production control,
public relations.

The rewards for all this are high. So is the
salary (our store managers make a very comfortablefivefigures).And so are your chances
to gorightto the top.
All it takes to become a store manager is
initiative, brains, and just plain hard work.
Plus our comprehensive training program.
Where you'll get excellent training pay. And
invaluable experience. For unequalled opportunity in this exciting retailing industry, see
your Placement Director. Or send your resume
now to the College Recruiting Manager, Stop
& Shop / Bradlees, 397 "D" Street, South Boston, Massachusetts 02210.

INTERVIEWS WILL BE CONDUCTED ON CAMPUS,
FEBRUARY 19

Stop Shop

Bradlees

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYE*
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Thibeault Notes Time Is Now
For Students To Pick Career
By JOHN ARCHER
"Now is the time to face up
to the more important decisions
of your life—namely your answer to the question of what
your Career role on earth will
be." According to Mr. Raymond
E. Thibeault, director of the
Career Planning and Placement
Center this time "is now at
hand." The beginning months
of the 1968-69 college recruiting season here at P.C. was a
busy one. A list of the coming recruiting Companies is
posted in the Career Planning
and Placement Office in Harkins.
The Nations colleges and universities— the principal sup-

pliers of our most highly
trained manpower—in June will
turn out a record number of
graduates and are expected to
continue to do so for several
years to come. As this new
manpower completes its schooling, the Nations need for highly educated workers is expected
to rise to nearly equal pace.
At this mid-point stage in the
recruiting season, the average
offer for undergraduate technical candidates stands at $800
per month, an increase of 4.3%
since June. The non-technical
average is $692, a gain of 5.3%
since the close of last season.
Percentagewise,
accounting
majors have experienced the

B E F O R E FINALS
STRIKE AGAIN!
* Triple your reading speed
* Increase your comprehension

SAVE 50%
SPECIAL SPEEDREADING HOME STUDY
COURSE AVAILABLE UNTIL M A R C H 5, 1969

Only $20 Complete
What SPEEDREAD, International offers you!
1. You must at least triple present reading speeds 'if average)
and Increase your comprehension, or your money back. Increase your present reading speed 50% after the first two
lessons! Complete the entire course in four to six weeks.
2. You study at home, at your own pace. No notes to take,
no homework to turn In. Use your everyday reading materials for practice! No special books to buy.
Right now
you have everything you need !
3. New, simplified approach takes you only a few minutes a
day.
You have a personal counselor assigned to you for
criticism, corrections, and advice on all work in progress.
4. You receive the complete course, with ail materials, with no
machines to buy, no extra charges of any type. Even postagefree envelopes are included for your convenience.
5. You learn to read without vocalizing—by phrases, groups
of words, lines, paragraphs, even pages WITHOUT SKIPPING A SINGLE WORD! You become familiar with techniques of skimming, scanning, handling all types of material
from light fiction to intricate technical data. You ieam to
read a newspaper column in seconds, a magazine article In
minutes, a complete novel in a half-hour.
You learn how to study for and take tettts to ttcore the highest possible grades!

largest increase since June—6%
and the figure for the physicschemistry - mathematics group
has advanced 4.9% primarily
because of the high proportion
of offers to mathematics majors.
Mr. Thibeault says 64% of the
Senior Class are "actively par
ticipating" in the Career Plan
ning and Placement Office. Mr.
Thibeault urges those 36% of
the seniors that are not to regis
ter with him at once, for the
time is "closing in."

Mene . .
(Continued from Page 1)
will be held on February 14.
The request to stage it in Raymond Hall was turned down
and the mixer will be held in
Alumni Hall. Two bands may
be hired for this oeeasion so
that one could play during the
interim breaks of the other.
March 15 will be the date of
the Freshman off-campus mixer.
It has not been determined
whether this event will be open
or closed. Parents' Weekend
is presently scheduled for April
25-27. These dates may be
changed if the class can coordinate its plans with the Carolan

1
Club which sponsors a dinnerdance on the next weekend for
the p a r e n t s of sophomores,
juniors, and seniors.
For the Saturday of Spring
Weekend, May 10, the officers
are looking into either a boat
ride or a beach party.
Joe Mené, has expressed satisfaction that his opponents and
their supports have pledged cooperation to maintain the high
level of class spirit and to work
for an improved social life.

Tutorial Program . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
feels is required. Also, a student need not be referred by a
member of the faculty. A student may request tutoring if
only to answer immediate or
temporary problems in his
course. Those people involved
in organizing the tutorial program have been somewhat disappointed by the lack of student interest displayed. They
feel that the program offers
many opportunities to the P C .
student and as of yet the facilities have not been used effectively.
Students may contact the
tutorial service in the Snack
Bar of Raymond Hall. Office
hours are posted on bulletin
boards on the campus.

In a recent interview Fr.
Mark Heath, O.P., chairman of
the Religious Studies Department, discussed the newly created graduate program in religious
studies leading to the degree
of Master of Arts.
He said, "Our present program
which began last semester is
actually an extension of the
summer school for sisters. This
later program was begun in
1948. At that time, the post
war era, the comprehensive

scholastic and Thomistic systematic approach to theology
was in great demand. However,
we are now in a new era of
theological thinking. The Second Vatican Council has been
largely responsible for producing this climate. Consequently,
the result has been that new
groups of sisters as well as laymen have a need for training
in the current thinking."
Fr. Heath went on to say, "in
1966 P.C. began to update its

AIR WAY CLEANSING
JUST A LITTLE BIT BETTER
380

"As advertised in the Wall Street Journal and
National Observer.
SPEEDREAD, International
Suite 212, Prudential Plaza
Chicago, Illinois 60601
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Why SPEEDREAD, International is making this
special offer:
Every year, the greatest demand for our course occurs at
at final examination deadlines.
Faced with hundreds—
sometimes thousands of pages of incompleted outside reading,
students panic because there is not enough time left to do it.
By the time they start their SPEEDREADING course, IT IS
TOO L A T E TO H E L P !
For the first time, the Board of Governors has decided to
contact students directly through their college newspapers
now—far enough In advance of final examinations to enable
them to iolly develop and perfect rapid reading skills and
Increased comprehension.
To encourage them to act NOW, we are experimenting
with a select group of 17 universities and making this special
half-price offer (the regular 540 course for only $20) to
those who enroll between now and March 5, 1969 only.
Simply fill out and return the coupon below, with check or
money order for $20 — BEFORE MARCH 5, 1969.
Your
Speedread, International course In rapid reading will come to
you by return mall and set you on the road to faster, better,
more comprehensive reading. IODK before final»!

Saturday 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
_STATE_

As many as three hundred
available parking spaces could
be lost as a result of the construction of the Student Union
building in June, Mr. Joseph L.
Byron has announced.
According to the Business
Manager, because of the construction of walks and landscaping, all of Harkins parking area
number one, on the south side
of Alumni Hall, will be lost.
Plans have not been made for
parking arrangements on either
the property of Chapin Hospital
or that on Elmhurst Street.
Byron mentioned that the tennis courts may be sacrificed for
parking, and that the access
routes at the front (west) and
of Alumni Hall would be lost.
He observed that Providence
College is one of only a few
colleges that allow on-campus
parking. He said that a more
concrete idea of exactly what
would transpire concerning the
parking situation and the layout of the campius will be
available when his office receives the final sketches of the
completed campus in about a
week. (The COWL will present
a more detailed picture at that
time.)

Religious Studies Graduate Program
Set Up Under Direction of Fr. Heath

What SPEEDREAD, International is:
More than a decade ago, a group of college professors,
realizing the demands of educational requirements, began
researching faster reading. Since students, bogged down with
masses of in-class and supplementary reading, must either
learn to read faster or fall—methods and experiments all
over the world were studied.
Finally, a simplified, highly
effective reading course evolved which, because of it* worldwide aspects, earned the name of "Speedread, International."
Presented first as a college extra-curricular activity, it
was finalized Into a method of learning so concise that it
could be used for home study. To date, over 20.000 students
have taken the Speedread course through the mail, at $40
per course. •

Construction
To Pose Major
Parking Problem

FREE MINOR REPAIRS

Religious Studies Program including the Summer Session. Because the theology faculty was
strengthened at this time, we
were able to offer many of
the same summer courses during the regular academic year.
In addition, the summer program
was opened to all, lay people
as well as religious. The current
graduate program, also, is open
to all.
"At the present four graduate
courses are being offered this
semester. There are approximately thirty-five students enrolled."
Asked about the objective of
the enlarged program, Fr.
Heath said, "our main purpose
in offering this program is the
training of especially secondary
school teachers, religious education. It is primarily an inservice program for local people.
"We feel that our offering of
this program will benefit the
college as a whole because professors and guest lectures will
be coming from a variety of colleges and theological centers in
the eastern United States. In
addition, the library selection of
material in the field of religious studies will naturally have
to increase."
He concluded, "We realize
that our program will have to
offer studies of the eastern
religions. Judaism, and Protestantism. Lastly, I would like to
point out that the public schools
although forbidden constitutionally to teach sectarian religion,
are concerned and feel the need
to offer some kind of objective
religious study since religion
has been a major factor in our
culture."
The concentrations now offered in the graduate program
are Religious Education, Doctrinal Theology, and Bibical
Theology.

s
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Initial Problems of Library
Traced to Early Opening,
Carelessness of Students
During the opening weeks of
its operation, the new Library
has been faced with a variety
of problems, many of which are
now gradually being straightened out by library officials.
One cause of many of these
problems, according to Mr. Joseph Doherty, director of the
library, was the early opening
of the library. "The library was
opened before it was completely
finished and furnished in order
to give the students a place to
study for their semester exams,"
the director stated.
"Many
chairs, desks and other pieces
of furniture still must be
brought into the various rooms
of the library. Originally, we
had planned to open after the
Easter vacation, but we realized
that the students would prefer
to use it during the exam
period."

Mr. Doherty stated that the
area in the rare books room
reserved for the valuable Fogarty collection is not finished.
Special shelving needs to be
made for that area. Also, the
glass in the case, which will
contain the Fogarty documents
was broken and will have to be
replaced.
(Whether the Fogarty collection will have a special dedication or be included in the dedication of the library has not
yet been decided).
Carelessness of the students
has been another cause of the
problems in the library. The
students are smoking in areas
in which they are not supposed
to smoke. Mr. Doherty put the
blame partly on the carelessness of the individuals and
partly on their unfamiliarity
with the new building. Also the

Fr. Duffy . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
same night, Fr. Duffy worked
out a compromise so that any
guest of a PC student, could
be allowed in. He also asked
for a meeting the next day with
the students to discuss all the
regulations in the library and
for suggestions to improve it.
The results of that meeting
changed the former rule to one
which allowed any non-PC student with a college I.D. to be
admitted at any time. Also, any
guest of a PC student will be
allowed to enter, but a guest
book must be signed.
Concerning high school students who wish to use the l i brary, it was decided that a
letter of referral from a teacher would be necessary.
Other suggestions which Fr.
Duffy was receptive to were
the request that a directory be
printed and distributed and that

director pointed out that various
individuals have been pushing
the furniture around and have
been placing their feet upon the
upholstered furniture. He stated
that many end tables had to
be removed because they were
severly scratched by individuals
who were using the tables as
foot rests.
Students and visitors to the
library have been leaving the
building via the fire emergency
doors rather than through the
main entrance.
Mr. Doherty
pointed out that every time
someone opens an emergency
door, a bell is set off at the
main desk. This bell sends anyone working at the main desk
to go immediately to the emergency doors. This bell has been
sounded many times a day, by
individuals who are leaving the
building through these fire
doors. This constant sounding
of the bell has sent the library
official on a number of needless
checking errands to these doors.
These doors by law cannot be
locked; students should use
them only in an emergency, i.e.,
in case of fire. Those people
using the library should enter
and exit through the main entrance to spare the library official these unnecessary trips.

a group study room be established.
Although he was only in his
first week in office and still
involved in some of his activities as Administrative Assistant
to Fr. Haas, the new vice-president responded well with the
students. He was appointed
Mr. Doherty mentioned that
V.P. after Fr. Royal Gardner the idea of a "suggestion box"
had to leave the post to assume has been recommended for use
the position of Prior at Dover. in the library. He stated that
Fr. Gardner said that he was this was a good idea because
elected to the position and it it would enable library officials
was only after much soul to know what the students and
searching was the move finally faculty members want and to
made. Father said that he dis- know also what needs improvecussed the move with the Pro- ment in the various areas of the
vincial and Fr. Haas, but the library.
Priory was a position of interConcerning the official dedest to all the community and
ication of the library, Mr. Dothe move occurred.
herty stated that he has no
He will remain as the chair- idea of the date on which the
man for the second half century event will be held. He also
campaign and he commented
mentioned that he does not
that he wishes Fr. Duffy "all know what procedures or cerethe luck in his new position."
monies will be followed.

Haas Announces $250 Raise
In Tuition For Coming Year
Tuition at Providence College
will be increased by $250 effective next September, the Very
Rev. William Paul Haas, O.P.,
president, has announced.
The increase will bring the
yearly rate to $1700 for all
students except next year's seniors, who will pay $1600.
In a letter informing parents
of the increase Father Haas said
"Our
Financial A i d Officer
stands ready to assist any student in finding ways to finance
his education. We are anxious
to learn of any hardship created
by the increase so that we
might make the most equitable
distribution of scholarship funds.
He also pointed out that despite the increase the educational costs at Providence College are still among the lowest
for private liberal arts colleges
for men in New England. It can

be reasonably estimated, he said,
that student fees still constitute
little more than one-half the
cost of educating a student
This, he said, is made possible
by the contributed services of
the Dominican faculty and staff,
and by the generosity of our
alumni, parents and friends, who
make it possible to improve the
quality of education at a more
rapid rate than the cost to the
student escalates.
As an example he cited the
new $3M> million library which
opened in January. "The cost
for this single facility," he said,
"is being met by a substantial
gift and a one million dollar
federal grant. It stands as evidence of our commitment to
use every dollar available to
make progress where it counts
the most."

Letters Continued . . .
(Continued from Page 5)
that the student should have an
important voice, say in the government of the college, but the
Cowl demanded that in regards
to government, "Student must
have more than an advisory
position with regard to the curriculum. They must have decision making power. . . ." This
I feel is a rather strong position to take and yet no reasons
were given, why such a strong
position should be advocated.
In the same article the Cowl
concerns itself with the broadening and enriching effect a
student - controlled admissions
policy would have on the college, and condemns the "insulatory effect of a narrow admissions policy" (the present one).
What exactly is the admissions
policy to which they object and
what policy would they set up
in place of it?
As I said previously, I am not
against change, but I would ask
that the reasons for the changes
advocated by the Cowl be given
and explored in order that the
readers be allowed to make then-

own judgments. This is not a
harsh demand, I think it is only
rational.
Sincerely,
Michael A. Rybarski '71

A Thank You
Dear Editor:
I have to pay my sincere
thanks for the kindness and
generosity shown to me by the
priests and students of the college community in making possible my visit to Pakistan at
Christmas surprise which enabled me to share the joys of
Christmas. It was really the
greatest C h r i s t m a s surprise
which enabled me to share the
joys of Christmas with my wife
and children in Pakistan.
I am very proud of being at
P.C. I have received every possible help and cooperation at
all times from the members of
the faculty and my fellow students. P.C. "Zinda-bad!" (Long
live P.C.)
Very truly yours,
Francis Jacob

Are you looking past tomorrow?

Since cave drawings of the Ice Age
man, people have struggled to
communicate. With stories, maps,
legends, paper, spoken words of
love and fear. This business of
communications... meaningful
dialogue... is still chief among
today's preoccupations. And it's
one we at Western Electric, indeed
the entire Bell System have worked
at since 1882.
Cable, microwaves and satellites
have brought nations face-to-face
across continents and oceans.
Closed-circuit TV helps educators
penetrate barriers of slum and tarpaper shacks. In fact, our whole

way of life in America is being enriched simplybyadvances in phoning.
Whether basic or brilliant, each
advance must arrive when it's
needed. And each must be economically producible whenever it's
needed. At Western Electric we
specialize in production and logistics. It's our job in the Bell System
...to help men overcome communication barriers with dependable service at low cost. To this end we
need an ever increasing number
of new fresh ideas. Your ideas.
Ideas that look past tomorrow.

Management Opportunities at WE
for Liberal Arts and Business Graduates
General Management
Auditing & finance
General Accounting
Purchasing
& Transportation

Computer Systems
Production Management
Production Control
Public & Industrial
Relations

Consider your future in communications. Get the
details from our brochures. Then see your Placement
Office and meet us on campus. Or write to Manager
of College Relations, Western Electric Co.,Room2510A.
222 Broadway. New York. N. Y. 1003B. We are an
equal opportunity employer with plants and sen/ice
centers from coast to coast.

i Western Electric
1

MANUFACTURING & SUFflY UNIT Of THE BELL SYSTEM
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to Tuesday, Jan. 7. The holiFribourg Student Tells 21days
were started off with an
explosive Christmas party on
Friday night. Everybody
Of Christmas Excursions that
had a good time (with free
By TERRY CREEGAN
(Ed. Note: Terry is also participating in the Junior Year
Abroad Program and will be
assisting Jim Shaffer in keep-

ing us informed of the events
in Europe.)
Fribourg—We just got back
from a C h r i s t m a s vacation
which lasted from Friday, Dec.

START YOUR PLANNED INCOME
WITH IDEAL PROPERTY
N. D.
Ericlcson
and
Associates

James

F.
McCoy. Jr.
P.C. '67
Office 331-2940

College

Home 724-6037

Division

Specially designed savings programs
for college students.

G R A N D
W A Y
The General Merchandise
Division of the

GRAND UNION CO.
One of America's largest
retailers will be conducting
campus interviews on

FEBRUARY 19, 1969
Our formal training program leads to exciting
and rewarding careers in
• operations
• buying
• personnel

• sales promotion
• merchandising
• advertising
• control

Sign up today at your
Placement Office if
you are interested in
a retailing career
with a progressive
growth company

Geoffrey Sorrow

beer and wine who wouldn't)
and we even had a Santa Claus
(Jeff Strauss) who delved out
gifts for one and all.

A Relevant Party System

By some coincidence, all but
three Providence guys ended
up in London and vicinity, at
one time or another, during the
vacation. The only ones missing were Bob Tessier and Gerry
Lombardi, who went back to
yankee land (popular term
here), and Tommy Croteau who
spent not three but five glorious days in Piscaro, Italy.

The present two-party system he still has to get his footing in
in the United States has often
his new job, but for a man who
been viewed as a perfect com- has been working for this job
plement to our rather amor- for the past eight years, Dick
phous federal system of govern- Nixon is beginning to look a bit
ment. In a federal, republican ridiculous. While he may hapform of government, the basis pen to admire his Republican
of unity is thought to be best predecessor in the White House,
accomplished through undefined he certainly doesn't have to
general principles transformed
imitate him.
into workable program by
Yet the problem does not lie
From reports, 1 heard that varied bureaucratic processes.
the Christmas party in London Based on this structure, it seems primarily with Richard Nixon,
but
with the system which would
that
the
two
major
political
that Joe Fallon, Bill Gray and
company had was something parties oftentimes justify their allow such a situation to arise.
not to be believed. Jim Shaffer existence not by clearly defined Our present two-party system is
made it to Edinburgh hitch- principles or ideology but by not only ill-defined, but illogihiking with Jim S u l l i v a n , sectional attachments or person- cal as well. The choice presented
though there was one and one- alities, yet at this time of rapid- by the Democratic and Rehalf foot of snow where they ly advancing technology and publican Parties last November
sent New Year's eve. As for mass communication for an in- was primarily an emotional
myself, 1 saw some long lost creasing mass-orientated so- choice, not a choice between
relatives in Ireland and stayed ciety, sectional interests are sub- clear sets of principles or perfor eight days, although origi- sequently dissolving into na- spectives. People have often
nally planning only four days tional concerns, while political pointed out that the one time
personalities are increasingly our two parties followed ideolthere.
being measured not by their ogy, the United States suffered
Since exams don't start for own convictions, strength of
a Civil War. Yet the Civil War
at least another month, every- character, or personal worth, vas not based primarily upon
but by how well they can come
body is taking it fairly easy
ideology, but on sectional issues
study wise (the day of doom is across on the national media as rigidly upheld. Even after the
approaching). Next weekend attractive (i:e. photogenic etc.) Civil War, both parties kept the
we are all going on a paid ski candidates.
nation divided on a sectional
weekend to Leysin, Switzerland.
basis. While sectional issues at
It's about three hours from
What this primarily means is one time provided the voter
here by train and is supposed that when we cast our ballot, we with a semblance of a demoto be fairly good.
oftentimes don't really know cratic choice in the voting
The American Student Cen- who we're voting for or what to booth, at a time when sectionalexpect. A case in point is the ism has withered to almost total
ter which was officially opened
on Thanksgiving, will be ready marginal victory of Richard irrelevancy, some different basis
for occupancy within the next Nixon. President Nixon, during of alternatives is required.
few weeks. Mr. Gousie is still his campaign, was at pains to
At present, because sectionalconsidering applications for a maintain an increasing obnox- ism is no longer a reliable guarious noncommittal position on
secretary for the center.
antee
of victory, the two parties
every major issue facing the
Speaking of Mr. Gousie, we nation. Relying upon the vaguest rely on personality issues to an
are really lucky to have some- of generalities and the near increasing degree (one has only
one in Fribourg who is so com- total lack of imagination or in- to mention the name Kennedy
petent. Everyone has nothing dependent thought on the part to get the idea). Yet it is my
but praise for his work. (Not of the symbolic "forgotten opinion that such reliance upon
personalities can lead only to
to mention his remarkable per- American," Nixon was actually demagoguery.
formances for the Fribourg able to become President of
Friars who are sporting a two these United States. The ab- What is left then, is a choice
and two record with three surdity of all this is that he's provided through alternative
still playing this game. Granted, ideologies, not necessarily rigidgames yet to play.)
ly adhered to, but clearly defined principles maintained by
the party structure and platform, so that an increasingly
educated electorate will have
some way to make a choice between two or more clearly
stated alternatives. At present,
party policies are subjugated to
personalities or sectional prejudices. At present, party policies
are almost totally undefinable,
and in turn unpredictible. While
I do not advocate a political
system of parties such as in
Great Britain, the present
archaic political structure in
America is becoming increasingly irrelevant to American society. If democracy is to be preserved (or restored) our major
parties must set up and present
a unified system of goals and
perspective to enable the voter
Up with Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper!
to choose between definite
alternatives. Who knows, we
An ordinary pencil eraser picks up
may find we actually have a
unity of interests.
every smudge, every mistake.The special
_

D O W N
W I T H

S O I L E D

S U M M A R I E S !

surface treatment lets you erase /
^ron,.^
without a trace. If Eaton's Corrasable /
* J
"
leaves your papers impeccably neat, /
<>„ M 'I.Jf
what are you waiting for? Get it in light,/
medium, heavy weights and Onion/
Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500-

[AWN'S CORRASABLE J

sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Stores /TYPEWRITER PAPER 1
and Departments. (
Only Eaton makes Corrasable?
EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND TYPEWRITER PAPER
Eaton Paper Company, Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201

Halton Named
To New Post
Rev. Edward B. Halton, O.P.,
has been appointed Associate
Director of Admissions at
Providence College, it was announced by the Very Rev. William Paul Haas, O.P., president.
Father Halton will assist Mr.
Robert Purich, Director of Admissions, in recruitment programs.
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Connolly and Nero Receive

New Ad Rates

New Development Positions

Beginning with this issue,
COWL advertising rates are
increased.

The Very Rev. William Paul
Haas, O.P., president of Providence College, has announced
the appointments of Paul Connolly and William T. Nero as
Assistants to the Vice President
for Institutional Development.
Mr. Connolly has been appointed assistant for public relations and Mr. Nero for fundraising.
Connolly, a 1934 graduate of
Providence C o l l e g e , is the
school's Public Relations Director and executive secretary of
the Providence College Alumni
Association. He has been associated with the college since
1951.
Prior to joining Providence
College, he was public relations
director for the Yankee Network, a Boston broadcast news
service for seven years and had
been previously a newspaper
reporter and advertising executive.
Nero, a 1955 graduate of
Providence College, joined the
college in 1967 as Director of
Annual Giving programs and

Turtles Cancel;
Plans Finalized
For Judy Collins
The Student Congress has announced that the Turtles Concert scheduled for March 8th
has been cancelled.
The reason for cancellation,
according to Mr. Dennis McGovern, who handles the negotiations with the booking agencies, was that the Turtles had
recording engagements to fulfill and would not be in the
area. The contract they sign
allows them this right of cancellation right up to several
weeks prior to the concert. It
appears unlikely that any other
group could be booked as a
fill-in at this late date.
The only other concert which
has been definitely scheduled
for the second semester Is Judy
Collins for the Spring Weekend. The Junior Class has assumed most of the responsibility for the initial negotiations.
She was booked through the
William A. Moriss Agency for
a price of $5,500, with an initial deposit of $2,200.
Tickets will be $3.50 apiece,
and it has yet to be determined
how much other classes will
share in the endeavor. Efforts
in scheduling a Spring Weekend Concert were begun as far
back as October.
Under consideration, before
it was narrowed down to Judy
Collins, were such groups as
Spanky and Our Gang, the Fifth
Dimension, and Jefferson Airplane.
As of now, there are no other
concerts scheduled, but it is
hoped that one may be scheduled before Spring Weekend.
According to Bill Connolly,
president of the Junior Class,
negotiations are now being
made to contract one of several
groups. Among them are Steppenwolf, Sly and the Family
Stones, The Chambers Brothers,
and the Paul Butterfield Blues
Band.
Also under consideration, if
these fail, is a possible concertmixer with either Orpheus or
The Canned Heat. These plans
are as yet tentative, but efforts
are being made to book something before Spring Weekend.

later was named Associate Director of Development.
An East Providence resident,
Mr. Nero is the husband of the
former Anne M. Campbell. The
couple has six children.
From 1961 until 1963 he was
district director for Rhode Island and Southeastern Mass.,
for the Muscular Dystrophy Associations of America.

ROTC Department
Opens Military Ball
To Student Body
The Reserve Officer Training
Corps of Providence College
will present the "Military Ball"
March 7, in the Athena Ballroom
Off the Venus de Milo.
In the past the ball has merely a dance but this year several
additions have been made to
the basic format.
The festivities will commence
at 6:30 with a cocktail party,
for seniors only; at 7:30, the
ball proper will begin with a
sit down meal.
The queen ceremony which
will begin 9:30 will have a queen
from each class with the queen
of the senior class crowned as
queen of the ball.
According to Mike Turillo,
program chairman for the event,
there will be aspects of the ball
directed toward each class. In
the past the "Military Ball" was
for the entire student body and
Mr. Turillo and his committee
hope to revive that tradition.
Mr. Turillo emphasized the
fact that the ball is the only
formal function for seniors outside of the senior prom.
Mr. Turillo also stated that
the basic aim of his committee
is to establish a function that
everyone will enjoy and which
will set a precendent for future
balls.
The price of the bid will be
$12 per couple. The only part
of the bid which is not refundable is the $2 deposit.

Student Congress Bus to
Villanova Game Feb.
$5.00

round

trip.

18,
Sign

list in Raymond Hall or
Alumni Hall.

The basic rate is now two
dollars per column inch; the
old rate was one dollar and
thirty-five cents. The contract
rates are: two to ten insertions, one dollar and ninety
cents per column inch; eleven
to twenty insertions, one dol
lar seventy.
A full page now costs one
hundred dollars; a half page
fifty dollars; and a quarter
page twenty-five dollars.
The increase is long overdue. Printing costs have risen,
circulation has increased, and
the COWL ad rate has remained the same for over
ten years.
With this issue, also, we
are initiating a classfied ad
section. The rate is f i f t y
cents per two lines for one
insertion, seventy-five cents
for two insertions.
Paul Sullivan, '69, is the
new Advertising Manager. He
will establish an advertising
sales force, to be paid on a
commission basis. Students
interested in a part time job
on which they can make their
own hours are invited to contact him at Box 123, Friars
Station.
The new display ad rates
will not affect present advertisers under a contract with
the COWL.

Class on Poverty Hears
Tiernan on Foreign Aid
Rep. Robert O. Tiernan told a
class studying world poverty
that it is necessary for this
country's well being to help
foreign aid programs.
Making his remarks in response to questions, the U.S.
Representative from Rhode Island's second district said that
the program must be considered
as a whole and that these efforts
will be to our advantage, because "stronger sister states will
make a better world."
Tiernan explained that foreign aid funds do not actually
leave the country. Credit is extended to needy governments
and our government pays for
those American made articles
which the underdeveloped nation requires.
A Bolivian student studying
here noted instances of corruption concerning U.S. foreign
aid supplies and officials of his

Concerning the future of the
program, Tiernan believes any
"neo-isolationist" movement will
have little affect on foreign aid.
He said that aid may be reduced here and there, but no
sweeping slash will occur.

Rock - Soul and Psychedelic
Bands
AVAILABLE FOR MIXERS, PARTIES, ETC.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Contact
GRANDCHAMP —

WHEALTON ASSOCIATES

781-2820 AFTER 1:30 P.M.

B u i l d a
and

native country. The congressman acknowledged that these
things do happen, but added
that Congress makes a conscious
effort to check on the progress
of the aid program.
Concerning repayment of the
credits, Tiernan said that 86%
are repayed and that this may
lead to economic dependency
by these nations on the U.S.
"But in this area we are
talking about countries which
will take 40-50 years to become
economically self-sufficient. The
U.S. has to help these countries
to be self-sufficient, so we
shouldn't make them repay the
credits right away," the congressman said.

a

city...
career.

There are more exciting things happening in
New York City than in any other city in the world
—Mayor John V. Lindsay
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reorganized, modernized city government
Billion dollar mass transit plans.
Sweeping renewal projects.
Vast housing programs.
Coordinated anti-poverty efforts.
School decentralization and innovation.
New approaches in public health, perks, recreation.

You'll tackle some of today's most pressing public problems, and help plan
and implement some of the most imaginative solutions. Often, they're
breathtaking in scope. And daring. And refreshingly relevant.
New York's Professional Trainee Program offers you both on-the-job and

formal training that can lead to high managerial and professional positions.
Starting salaries are attractive; benefits include 4-week vacations, medical
insurance, and other advantaees. Exposure and responsibility can bring
rapid advancement.
Openings in These Areas
• Housing, Planning & Urban Redevelopment
• Personnel & Manpower Planning • Public Health
• Management Analysis • Youth Counseling

Examination given on campus or nearby during Feb.
This is a general (not job-related) multiple-choice test for college seniors.
If qualified, begin work when ready with minimum delay.

W A L T CRONIN

THE UNIVERSITY
PLAN MAN
CALL: 467-6805

See your Campus Placement Officer before
Feb. 7 for all information and to register.
The City of New York, Dept of Personnel
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Strong Floor Play
Basketball
Earns Clary Honors
Andy Clary, the Friars' basketball captain, has been chosen
COWL Player of the Month. Due
to the absence of the COWL
from the newstand for two
months, Clary's performance
during December and January
were considered.
It was evident in pre season
drills that Mullaney wanted
Clary as a starter. The coach
had an inexperienced squad,

The 6'3" senior from Newport News, Va., has concentrated
on steadying his own offensive
game as well as that of the
team's. Clary's play in his soph
and junior years were often
tainted with careless passes and
shots, but this season, with the
duties of captain placed on his
shoulders, Andy is making less
mistakes, and his influence is
rubbing off on the rest of the
squad.
The rebounding has been weak
this year, due to the absence of
a tall center. Clary has had to
assume a greater rebounding
chore than what' one would
normally expect of a man his
size. Clary has performed commendably underneath. Andy is
excellent in getting position
under the defensive boards, and
the Alumni Hall crowds have
looked often to Andy for that
"big bound."

One of the big differences
from last year's team lies in
the emergence of the sophs, but
Andy also credits better communication between all of the
squad members. Dissension is
no where in sight on this ballclub.
When Captain Clary runs out
on the court for the final three
Co-Capt. Clary sets up in- home appearances, he will be
giving everything he's got. If
Bounds Pass play.
he didn't, the Friars wouldn't be
and needed Clary in the line-up where they are now.
for guidance and inspiration to
the untested sophs. Clary provided this and more.
Never considered a potent
outside shooter, Clary suddenly
Friar Hockey
began to shoot more from long
range and was connecting. A l HOME
and AWAY
though he has not topped his
career high 23 points against
on W D O M
the St. Francis Terriers, he has
91.3 FM
scored consistently well of late,
and leads the team in field
600 Campus AM
goal percentage at 49%.

SMTI
Presents In Concert

Gary Pucket and the Union Gap
Plus

Mocha Chip
And A

fantahulous light show
FEBRUARY 9 A T 8 P.M.
Olympia Theatre, Purchase St., New Bedford, Mass.
ADMISSION $3.00
TICKETS AVAILABLE:
Music Box, Fall River, Music Box, New Bedford
And at the Door

What Are You Doing
During
Spring Vacation?
HOW ABOUT:
BERMUDA
NASSAU
BRIAN N O L A N ,
NIPPER M c K E N N A ,

PUERTO RICO
JAMAICA
CONTACT:
Stephen 305 B
Stephen 122

A S S O O N A S POSSIBLE

865-3555
865-3306

(Continued from Page 12)
are of any merit. Holy Cross
reigned supreme, 78-66 in a
rather dull game.
Providence bounced back impressively with a victory over
UCal at Irvine and a triple overtime win at Canisius. With 50
points in the two contests, Larranaga returned to his previously impressive form.
Coach Larry Weise and his
St. Bonaventure charges were
in trouble the night they arrived in Providence. The Bonnies had lost three straight, but
the last defeat was the toughest
to swallow. St. Bonaventure
dropped a one point decision
to mighty Villanova in the last
second of play.
"I definitely feel the Villanova defeat was a factor in our
win, although not the primary
one," replied Mullaney, after his
team handed the Bonnies consecutive loss number four, a
stunning 70-59 triumph.
The Friars were simply incredible. They shot 60% in racing to a 14 point haltime lead.
The margin increased to as
much as 19 before Ail-American center, Bob Lanier broke
the Friar defensive harness
with a late game outburst.
Johnson and Craig Callen did a
fine job in shutting off the
man with two of the largest feet
ever seen. But in concentrating
the defense on Lanier, PC gave
up room on the outside. Thus
they were fortunate that reliable Jim Satalin and Bill Kalbaugh had off nights.

Ray LaGace's 7 points propelled the Eagles into an early
8 point lead, but miraculously,
the out-manned Friars cut the
deficit to two. Two foul shots
each by Driscoll and Billy
Evans iced the thrilling contest
for Bob Cousy, who, in his last
season at Chestnut Hill, evened
his series record with Mullaney,
4-4.
The
Friar
losing skein
reached three, as the team lost
to on-charging Creighton, 7368, and a shocker to UMass,
75-62. The Friars' zone faltered, and the Redmen from
Amherst raced to a huge lead
in the early going and were
never headed.
DePaul featured a surprisingly inept offense against the
Friar zone, and PC's 83-62 win
was the easiest since St. Fran-

9-1 Record

This Week
In Sports

HASKIN'S PHARMACY

TWO

621-3668

As the collegiate basketball
season begins to hit the home
stretch, upsets have limited the
list of eligible top rated teams.
UCLA remains supreme while
North Carolina and Santa Clara
battle for the runner-up spot.
The rest of the spots remain
wide-open. A key confrontation
between St. John's and Villanova will drop one of the two
powers. Kentucky appears headed for a standout season, although they face a rugged SEC
schedule.
Only 5 experts voted this
week. Regulars from the staff
include Vin Papi and Ed Skiber.
Bob Brown, who believes Jack
Kraft wrote the bible of zone
defenses, and Brian Hussey, who
has no personal preferences,
compiled solid picks. An addition to the staff will be Steve
Solomson. Solly picked Ohio St.
10th this week, but he knows
college basketball anyway.
Í. UCLA
50
2. NORTH CAROLINA
44
3. SANTA CLARA
41
4. KENTUCKY
33
5. ST. JOHN'S
31
6. VILLANOVA
25
7. DAVIDSON
23
8. MARQUETTE
12
9. L A S A L L E
8
10. ILLINOIS
4
Others receiving votes (listed
alphabetically) Duquesne, New
Mexico St., Ohio St., Tulsa.

The 1969 PC-BC contest may
go down as the best ever; certainly it ranks with the best.
The game was so exciting that
even Governor Licht may have
been moved to cheer, had he
been a spectator.
To be on the modest side,
Larranaga pops for Two
the game was fiercely contested,
as some 50 personals were is- cis. Mullaney noted that the
sued to both combatants. Four Demons from Chicago are
Friars fouled out, which left much better against a man-tothe team with a starting front man, since Coach Ray Meyer
line in the overtime of Denny likes to pass and cut off a high
Walsh, Larranaga and Mike Mc- post. Tom Tracey hit well from
Guinn:
the outside but the rest of the
The game was nip and tuck squad was pitiful. Another facall the way. Johnson kept BC tor was the injured star, A l
ace Terry Driscoll out of the Zetche. The Demons' captain
action but got hurt with per- played, but was operating at
sonals. Meanwhile Providence 75% capacity at best.
looked to Larranaga and Vio- The URI game was a massaland on offense and both re- cre. The Friars could have won
sponded with their best varsity by 40, but Mullaney hates to
games ever.
rub it in into any opponent.
When Johnson and Callen Larranaga, Clary, Violand and
fouled out early in the second the rest of the cast played suhalf, the Eagles turned away perbly while the injury-riddled
from Tom Verroneau in the low Rams did nothing right.
post and went exclusively to
Driscoll. Showing why he may
be New England's best player,
Driscoll absolutely could not be
stopped by the Friar forwards.
The BC captain finished with
33 points and a whopping 27
rebounds.
VARSITY BASKETBALL
Larranaga and Violand conSat, Feb. 8, Niagara, at Buftinued to hit at an amazing rate. falo Memorial Auditorium, 2
The Friars held a precarious 1 p.m., WPRI-TV, WPRO radio.
point lead with 49 seconds left.
FRESHMEN BASKETBALL
Larranaga missed a critical oneThurs., Feb. 6, St. Thomas
and-one, and the Eagles took
possession. The situation was More Prep School, at Alumni
obvious; the Eagles would look Hall.
Sat., Feb. 8, Leicester Junto Driscoll for the final shot.
Terry was fouled with 20 sec- ior College, at Worcester, Mass.,
onds, and converted one of two 8 p.m.
free throws for a tie. LarranaVARSITY HOCKEY
ga's last second shot rimmed
Fri., Feb. 7, Northeastern
the hoop and an overtime peri- University, at Rhode Island
od resulted.
Auditorium, 8 p.m., WDOM

895 SMITH STREET

Top Ten

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

"YOUR PRESCRIPTION CENTER"
REGISTERED PHARMACISTS ON DUTY

— WE DELIVER —
OPEN SUNDAYS

For Frosh 5'
Coach Bill O'Connor's freshman basketball team brought
its season's record to an impressive 9-1 last Saturday night in
downing a stubborn U.R.I. frosh
quintet by a convincing 83-60
score.
Coach O'Connor has molded
together a fine unit that is
centered around the fine duo of
6'3 forward Gary Wilkens and
6'0 guard Donnie Lewis. These
two stars complement a starting
five of Mike Hagan, Connie
Bailey, and Jack Scanlon.
Wilkins, a fine shooter and
ballhandler, has averaged 31.6
points and 8.5 rebounds. Lewis,
a jumping jack who is sound at
both ends of the court, has averaged 15.4 points and 10.4 rebounds. Hagan, a steady forward, has 14.2 points and 8.6
rebounds to his credit, while
Bailey, a strong boardman, has
averaged 9.2 and a solid 12.5
bounds per game.
The team easily defeated
among others, Assumption and
Brown once and U.R.I, twice.
They edged Quonset Point by
two and absorbed their only
loss to the young Eagles of
Boston College, 87-72.
The frosh will meet Stonehill
College at home on Wednesday
and then go against a tough
Leicester Junior College away
on Saturday night.
The Friars, who have averaged
85.1 points a game and yielded
68.1 points to their opponents,
still have to play what should
be their toughest game of the
year.
Their schedule points toward
a showdown meeting with Saint
Thomas More Prep on Thursday,
February 13 at Alumni Hall.
St. Thomas, which is big up
front, is led by former North
Providence High
All-Stater,
Ernie DiGregorio. A member of
the New England Prep School
League, St. Thomas will probably bring a sparkling 15-0
slate into this long awaited and
much talked about confrontation
with the fledgling F r i a r s .
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Skaters Upset Cadets;
Sanford Stars in Nets
The Providence College hockey squad ended a long- winless s t r e a k last Friday
night at the Rhode Island Auditorium by turning in a sterling performance in a 5-1
victory over the Cadets of West Point. For the first time in quite awhile, the Friar sextet had a few breaks turn their way and managed to capitalize on the opportunities
presented them.
The Friars, who have had
their share of misfortunes this
year, followed their normal pattern by pressing the action in
the opponents end in the early

slid it by the sprawled goaler.
Sophomore center Rich Pumple
and colorful right winger John
Tibbetts picked up assists on
the effort.
The PC sextet

Skip Sampson (15) diving after rebound in 5-1 upset of
Army.
minutes of the initial period.
This hustling, aggressive play
finally was capitalized on when
senior captain Chris Byrne
picked up a loose rebound in
front of the Cadet's net and

scored the second of the three
goals netted in the first period
when the alert Bobby Badyk
picked up a loose puck in center ice, outskated the defenders and lifted the rubber be-

Friars Battle Hard
To Improve Mark;
Face Rugged Slate
Despite ineffective rebounding and, at times, erratic outside shooting, the Providence
College basketb.ill team has
compiled a 9-7 record which has
included many sterling performances, as well as mediocre ones,
against improbable odds.
The combination defense has
once again become Joe Mullaney's chief asset. The strong
outside shooting has not materialized as much as expected
although it has been devastating
on a few occasions. Jim Larranaga and Vic Collucci, the
team leaders in point production have played well in their
rookie years, but each is shooting a shade above 40% from
the floor. Instead, two of the
least likely candidates for field
goal accuracy are leading the
team: Andy Clary, with his vastly improved outside shot, and
Ray Johnson, who is looking better underneath with each passing game.
Clary is perhaps the reason
the Friars have faired so well.
As captain he has provided the
inspiration so admirably portrayed by the entire club. As a
player, he's averaging 12 points
a game, but his defensive work
and rebounding have been more
noticeable.
The Friar defense has limited
the opposition to a 43% field
goal percentage. The majority
of the damage has come from
up close and off the boards
where the Friars hurt the most.
But up front Larranaga, Collucci and Walt Violand have kept
the pressure on their opponents.

In the two most recent games,
DePaul shot a miserable 31%,
while URI was even worse with
29%.
Away back on December 18,
the Friars had a perfect 4-0
mark until they ran into St.
John's. The Johnnies still had
not jelled into the club they
are now, but this game marked
a turning point.
It is unlikely that a portrait
of Joe DePre is pasted in the
Jim Larranaga sports scrapbook, for on this night, DePre
completely stymied the Providence sophomore, who came
into the game with a 20 point
per game average. Larranaga
scored 8 points, forced numerous shots, and with his scoring
limited, the Friars lost by 20.
This setback brought about
the advent of a four game losing
streak. Dayton destroyed the
Friars in Ohio, 90-63, and then
arrived the long-awaited engagement with UCLA in the
Holiday Festival. The Friars,
led by Collucci's fantastic 36
points, played the game of their
lives, losing by only 98-81.
Some reports had the unbeatable
Bruins favored by 32.
Providence came up totally
flat in the consolation match
with Holy Cross. The Crusaders didn't show much; it was
just that the Friars showed
even less. Holy Cross is weak in
backcourt shooting, and of their
four 6' 7" giants, only Ed Suidut,
whose game high 31 points were
largely comprised of garbage
baskets, and soph Bob Kissane
(Continued on Page 11)

hind a badly fooled goaler, Dan
Scioletti. The final Friar tally
in the period which increased
the lead to 3-0 was the result
of a perfect pass from defenseman Brian Smiley to fiery John
Tibbetts who streaked through
two Cadet defensemen and
beat the Army goalie with a
blistering shot to the lower
left-hand corner of the net.
The second stanza saw the
persistent PC squad increase its
lead by a goal when Bobby
Badyk, one of the leading goal
scorers on this year's varsity,
converted a rebound for the
fourth Friar goal of the night.
Providence netted its final tally
of the evening when outstanding sophomore center Rich
Pumple blocked a Cadet shot
at the point while the Friars
were shorthanded, the puck
caromed out to center ice where
the fleet skating center picked
up the free puck and backhanded it by Scioletti for his
sixth goal of the season.
Goaler Jack Sanford, who has
kept the PC squad in many of
their contests this season, lost
his chance for his first varsity
shutout when Dave Merhar, the
leading scorer in the ECAC,
fired a screen shot into the
cage. Jack was outstanding in
the victory even though he was
not called upon to make his
usual number of saves, the total
for the game being 32.
Defensemen Jean Boislard,
Brian Smiley, John Marchetti
and the line of Costello, Leonard and Sampson performed
laudibly in checking the highest
scoring line in the ECAC standing of Merhar, Young, and Curan. The whole squad turned in
one of their finest performances
of the season as they skated
their lanes properly and kept
their mistakes to a minimum.
The Friars returned to action
Wednesday against the strong
squad of the University of New
Hampshire and are hoping to
maintain the form they manifested against the Military Academy. The PC sextet record overall is 4-8 with its ECAC mark
now at 2-4.

VIN PAPI
FROM
THE

SPORTSDESK
The Friar pucksters' win over the Cadets of West
Point last Friday evening may have been a hard earned
turning point. For three previous contests the Friar sextet
could not get a break to go their way. The Terriers of Boston University showed the squad how hockey was played.
The big boys taught us a lesson. Yale and Princeton were
both losses tough to take. A few breaks either way could
have turned things around.
Injuries have hurt to a large degree. At one time
Brian Smiley and Jean Boislard both missed a few games.
Goaler Jackie Sanford has been bothered by knee ailments
due to misplaced pucks. Aside from that however I can't
help but wonder what this team would be like under more
pleasants surroundings.
Hockey at Providence College is actually in a very
precarious position today. Two factors threaten to undermine a serious effort at rebuilding the once sagging fortunes of the pucksters. Both concern ice time.
Point number one. Consider the Rhode Island Auditorium. The Friars must journey across town to practice.
Monetary considerations may limit the needed ice time
along with various other factors. Brown University was
faced with the same problem until they obtained their
own rink (Meehan Auditorium). When playing and practicing at the auditorium they were mediocre yet at their
new quarters they play a seemingly much better brand
of hockey. Granted the Friars had some powers in the
early sixties but even conditions at the auditorium really
hamper a truly good team. They can however hurt an
average team badly.
A rink on campus would enable any squad to practice
when it is convenient for them. Could you image the basketball squad pilling into a bus for the Auditorium so that
they could practice? So the team gets much more practice.
That's nice. How about the students?
Have you ever tried to go to the Auditorium for a
game ? If you have a car or a friend with a car then you
are in luck. Otherwise forget it. I don't think I have to
point out the lift a large friendly crowd gives to any team
in action.
All the forementioned are reasons for a hockey arena
on campus but there is a much bigger reason for one.
This is point number two. If something should happen to the Rhode Island Auditorium then Providence College hockey would in all probability cease to exist. A
check with our athletic department reveals that this facility is the ONLY one available to the Friars. A natural disaster, a sale or just dying of old age would bring hockey
to a screeching halt. Fine. But wait, didn't we hear something earlier about hockey being rebuilt? Remember.
The Friars have a coach capable of providing the best
in instruction and leadership. Suddenly we have players
who are exceptional. On next year's varsity every position
will be open. Competition at its best. There may be good
players riding the splinters for wont of an opening.
It all boils down to one thing. We need an arena on
campus. Let's face it, we don't need a multimillion dollar
facility. An arena with a seating capacity of say 2,000
could be built for under one million dollars. A big chunk
but actually much cheaper in the long range planning. On
campus we have the intramural league of the Carolan and
Dillon leagues. Currently they pay in the neighborhood of
$20.00 per hour for ice time. We have a varsity and freshman team. Both require many hours a week. Then there
is always any number of uses such as public skating. High
schools in the vicinity such as La Salle might be tempted
to use the rink for practice rather than travel any
further. What it adds up to is a facility which provides a
return on its investment.

Johnson up high for rebound
vs. DePaul.

Is it too late for an addition to the ten-year master
plan?

